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Not in My Neighborhood 2010 baltimore is the setting for and typifies one of the most penetrating examinations of bigotry and residential segregation
ever published in the united states antero pietila shows how continued discrimination practices toward african americans and jews have shaped the cities
in which we now live eugenics racial thinking and white supremacist attitudes influenced even the federal government s actions toward housing in the 20th
century dooming american cities to ghettoization this all american tale is told through the prism of baltimore from its early suburbanization in the
1880s to the consequences of white flight after world war ii and into the first decade of the twenty first century the events are real and so are the
heroes and villains mr pietila s engrossing story is an eye opening journey into city blocks and neighborhoods shady practices and ruthless promoters
How Ideas Shape Urban Political Development 2020-05-15 a collection of international case studies that demonstrate the importance of ideas to urban
political development ideas interests and institutions are the holy trinity of the study of politics of the three ideas are arguably the hardest with
which to grapple and despite a generally broad agreement concerning their fundamental importance the most often neglected nowhere is this more evident
than in the study of urban politics and urban political development the essays in how ideas shape urban political development argue that ideas have been
the real drivers behind urban political development and offer as evidence national and international examples some unique to specific cities regions and
countries and some of global impact within the united states contributors examine the idea of blight and how it became a powerful metaphor in city
planning the identification of racially defined spaces especially black cities and city neighborhoods as specific targets of neoliberal disciplinary
practices the paradox of members of congress who were active supporters of civil rights legislation in the 1950s and 1960s but enjoyed the support of big
city political machines that were hardly liberal when it came to questions of race in their home districts and the intersection of national education
policy local school politics and the politics of immigration essays compare the ways in which national urban policies have taken different shapes in
countries similar to the united states namely canada and the united kingdom the volume also presents case studies of city based political development in
chile china india and africa areas of the world that have experienced a more recent form of urbanization that feature deep and intimate ties and
similarities to urban political development in the global north but which have occurred on a broader scale contributors daniel béland debjani
bhattacharyya robert henry cox richardson dilworth jason hackworth marcus anthony hunter william hurst sally ford lawton thomas ogorzalek eleonora
pasotti joel rast douglas s reed mara sidney lester k spence vanessa watson timothy p r weaver amy widestrom
Baltimore 2019-10-01 peering into the city s 300 odd neighborhoods this fascinating account holds up a mirror to baltimore asking whites in particular to
reexamine the past and accept due responsibility for future racial progress
Reinventing Childhood After World War II 2011-11-29 in the western world the modern view of childhood as a space protected from broader adult society
first became a dominant social vision during the nineteenth century many of the west s sharpest portrayals of children in literature and the arts emerged
at that time in both europe and the united states and continue to organize our perceptions and sensibilities to this day but that childhood is now being
recreated many social and political developments since the end of the world war ii have fundamentally altered the lives children lead and are now
beginning to transform conceptions of childhood reinventing childhood after world war ii brings together seven prominent historians of modern childhood
to identify precisely what has changed in children s lives and why topics range from youth culture to children s rights from changing definitions of age
to nontraditional families from parenting styles to how american experiences compare with those of the rest of the western world taken together the
essays argue that children s experiences have changed in such dramatic and important ways since 1945 that parents other adults and girls and boys
themselves have had to reinvent almost every aspect of childhood reinventing childhood after world war ii presents a striking interpretation of the
nature and status of childhood that will be essential to students and scholars of childhood as well as policy makers educators parents and all those
concerned with the lives of children in the world today
The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Cities 2020-12-31 like an ecosystem cities develop change thrive adapt expand and contract through the interaction
of myriad components religion is one of those living parts shaping and being shaped by urban contexts the routledge handbook of religion and cities is an
outstanding interdisciplinary reference source to the key topics problems and methodologies of this cutting edge subject representing a diverse array of
cities and religions the common analytical approach is ecological and spatial it is the first collection of its kind and reflects state of the art
research focusing on the interaction of religions and their urban contexts comprising 29 chapters by a team of international contributors the handbook is



divided into three parts research methodologies religious frameworks and ideologies in urban contexts contemporary issues in religion and cities within
these sections emerging research and analysis of current dynamics of urban religions are examined including housing economics and gentrification sacred
ritual and public space immigration and the refugee crisis political conflicts and social change ethnic and religious diversity urban policy and religion
racial justice architecture and the built environment religious art and symbology religion and urban violence technology and smart cities the challenge
of climate change for global cities and religious meaning making of the city the routledge handbook of religion and cities is essential reading for
students and researchers in religious studies and urban studies the handbook will also be very useful for those in related fields such as sociology
history architecture urban planning theology social work and cultural studies
Rhythm Man 2023 rhythm man chick webb and the beat that changed america presents the first full length biography of the swing era icon restoring this
pioneering virtuoso drummer and bandleader s primacy alongside other 20th century jazz giants
Slow and Sudden Violence 2024 in slow and sudden violence derek hyra weaves together a persuasive unrest narrative linking police aggression to an
ongoing cycle of racial and spatial urban redevelopment repression by delving into the real estate history of the st louis region and baltimore hyra
shows how rounds of urban renewal decisions to segregate divest displace and gentrify black communities advance neighborhood inequality despite moments
of racial political representation repeated decisions to upgrade the urban fabric and uproot low income black populations result in black poverty pockets
inhabited by people experiencing chronic displacement trauma and unrelenting police surveillance these interconnected sets of accumulated frustrations
powerfully culminate and surface when tragic and unjust police killings occur to confront the core components of u s unrest hyra suggests we must end
racialized policing stop black community destruction and displacement and reduce neighborhood inequality
Baltimore Revisited 2019-08-09 nicknamed both mobtown and charm city and located on the border of the north and south baltimore is a city of
contradictions from media depictions in the wire to the real life trial of police officers for the murder of freddie gray baltimore has become a
quintessential example of a struggling american city yet the truth about baltimore is far more complicated and more fascinating to help untangle these
apparent paradoxes the editors of baltimore revisited have assembled a collection of over thirty experts from inside and outside academia together they
reveal that baltimore has been ground zero for a slew of neoliberal policies a place where inequality has increased as corporate interests have eagerly
privatized public goods and services to maximize profits but they also uncover how community members resist and reveal a long tradition of baltimoreans
who have fought for social justice the essays in this collection take readers on a tour through the city s diverse neighborhoods from the lumbee indian
community in east baltimore to the crusade for environmental justice in south baltimore baltimore revisited examines the city s past reflects upon the
city s present and envisions the city s future
Interreligious/Interfaith Studies 2018-08-21 a groundbreaking academic anthology that explores the emerging field of interreligious interfaith studies as
it is now backed by an impressive number of courses academic programs and centers faculty positions journals and publications funding and professional
partnerships there is no longer a question as to whether the interreligious interfaith field exists but its meaning and import are still being debated
how is this field distinct from yet similar to other fields such as religious or theological studies what are its signature pedagogies and methodologies
what are its motivations and key questions in other words what is the shape of interfaith and interreligious studies and what is its distinct
contribution these questions are the driving force behind this anthology
A Scientific Revolution 2022-05-03 a prismatic examination of the evolution of medicine from a trade to a science through the exemplary lives of ten men
and women johns hopkins university one of the preeminent medical schools in the nation today has played a unique role in the history of medicine when it
first opened its doors in 1893 medicine was a rough and ready trade it would soon evolve into a rigorous science it was nothing short of a revolution
this transition might seem inevitable from our vantage point today in recent years medical science has mapped the human genome deployed robotic tools to
perform delicate surgeries and developed effective vaccines against a host of deadly pathogens but this transformation could not have happened without
the game changing vision talent and dedication of a small cadre of individuals who were willing to commit body and soul to the advancement of medical
science education and treatment a scientific revolution recounts the stories of john shaw billings max brödel mary elizabeth garrett william halsted
jesse lazear dorothy reed mendenhall william osler helen taussig vivien thomas and william welch this chorus of lives tells a compelling tale not just of



their individual struggles but how personal and societal issues went hand in hand with the advancement of medicine
The Routledge Handbook of Philosophy of the City 2019-08-19 the routledge handbook of philosophy of the city is an outstanding reference source to this
exciting subject and the first collection of its kind comprising 40 chapters by a team of international contributors the handbook is divided into clear
sections addressing the following central topics historical philosophical engagements with cities modern and contemporary philosophical theories of the
city urban aesthetics urban politics citizenship urban environments and the creation destruction of place the concluding section urban engagements
contains interviews with philosophers discussing their engagement with students and the wider public on issues and initiatives including experiential
learning civic and community engagement disability rights and access environmental degradation professional diversity social justice and globalization
essential reading for students and researchers in environmental philosophy aesthetics and political philosophy the routledge handbook of philosophy of
the city is also a useful resource for those in related fields such as geography urban studies sociology and political science
The Lines Between Us 2019-05-21 a masterful narrative with echoes of evicted and the color of law that brings to life the structures policies and beliefs
that divide us mark lange and nicole smith have never met but if they make the moves they are contemplating mark a white suburbanite to west baltimore
and nicole a black woman from a poor city neighborhood to a prosperous suburb it will defy the way the baltimore region has been programmed for a century
it is one region but separate worlds and it was designed to be that way in this deeply reported revelatory story dupont award winning journalist lawrence
lanahan chronicles how the region became so highly segregated and why its fault lines persist today mark and nicole personify the enormous disparities in
access to safe housing educational opportunities and decent jobs as they eventually pack up their lives and change places bold advocates and activists in
the courts and in the streets struggle to figure out what it will take to save our cities and communities put money into poor segregated neighborhoods
make it possible for families to move into areas with more opportunity the lines between us is a riveting narrative that compels reflection on america s
entrenched inequality and on where the rubber meets the road not in the abstract but in our own backyards taking readers from church sermons to community
meetings to public hearings to protests to the supreme court to the death of freddie gray lanahan deftly exposes the intricacy of baltimore s
hypersegregation through the stories of ordinary people living it shaping it and fighting it day in and day out this eye opening account of how a city
creates its black and white places its rich and poor spaces reveals that these problems are not intractable but they are designed to endure until each of
us despite living in separate worlds understands we have something at stake
The Oxford Handbook of American Immigration and Ethnicity 2016-06-01 scholarship on immigration to america is a coin with two sides it asks both how
america changed immigrants and how they changed america were the immigrants uprooted from their ancestral homes leaving everything behind or were they
transplanted bringing many aspects of their culture with them although historians agree with the transplantation concept the notion of the melting pot
which suggests a complete loss of the immigrant culture persists in the public mind the oxford handbook of american immigration and ethnicity bridges
this gap and offers a comprehensive and nuanced survey of american racial and ethnic development assessing the current status of historical research and
simultaneously setting the goals for future investigation early immigration historians focused on the european migration model and the ethnic appeal of
politicians such as fiorello la guardia and james michael curley in cities with strong ethno political histories like new york and boston but the story
of american ethnicity goes far beyond ellis island only after the 1965 immigration act and the increasing influx of non caucasian immigrants scholars
turned more fully to the study of african asian and latino migrants to america this handbook brings together thirty eminent scholars to describe the
themes methodologies and trends that characterize the history and current debates on american immigration the handbook s trenchant chapters provide
compelling analyses of cutting edge issues including identity whiteness borders and undocumented migration immigration legislation intermarriage
assimilation bilingualism new american religions ethnicity related crime and pan ethnic trends they also explore the myth of model minorities and the
contemporary resurgence of anti immigrant feelings a unique contribution to the field of immigration studies this volume considers the full racial and
ethnic unfolding of the united states in its historical context
Neighborhood 2018-11-28 the term neighborhood has been reduced to a word for a convenient geographical locator in fact most cities claim to be compiled
of neighborhoods but this strays far from the term s original meaning a spatial unit that people relate to neighborhood seeks to dispel this common
misconception by integrating a complex historical record and multidisciplinary literature to produce a singular resource for understanding what is meant



by neighborhood emily talen provides a multi dimensional comprehensive view of what neighborhoods signify how they re idealized and measured and what
their historical progression has been talen balances perspectives from sociology urban history urban planning and sustainability among others in efforts
to make neighborhoods compatible with 21st century ideals if neighborhoods are going to play a role in the future of the city we need to know what and
where they are in a more meaningful way neighborhoods need to be more than a label and more than a social segregator for those living in the undefined
expanse of contemporary urbanism which characterizes most of american cities can the neighborhood come to be more than a shaded area on a map
The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Studies 2019-04-15 provides comprehensive coverage of major topics in urban and regional studies
under the guidance of editor in chief anthony orum this definitive reference work covers central and emergent topics in the field through an examination
of urban and regional conditions and variation across the world it also provides authoritative entries on the main conceptual tools used by
anthropologists sociologists geographers and political scientists in the study of cities and regions among such concepts are those of place and space
geographical regions the nature of power and politics in cities urban culture and many others the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of urban and regional
studies captures the character of complex urban and regional dynamics across the globe including timely entries on latin america africa india and china
at the same time it contains illuminating entries on some of the current concepts that seek to grasp the essence of the global world today such as those
of friedmann and sassen on global cities it also includes discussions of recent economic writings on cities and regions such as those of richard florida
comprised of over 450 entries on the most important topics and from a range of theoretical perspectives features authoritative entries on topics ranging
from gender and the city to biographical profiles of figures like frank lloyd wright takes a global perspective with entries providing coverage of latin
america and africa india and china and the us and europe includes biographies of central figures in urban and regional studies such as doreen massey
peter hall neil smith and henri lefebvre the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of urban and regional studies is an indispensable reference for students and
researchers in urban and regional studies urban sociology urban geography and urban anthropology
The Strange Careers of the Jim Crow North 2019-04-23 did american racism originate in the liberal north an inquiry into the system of institutionalized
racism created by northern jim crow jim crow was not a regional sickness it was a national cancer even at the high point of twentieth century liberalism
in the north jim crow racism hid in plain sight perpetuated by colorblind arguments about cultures of poverty policies focused more on black criminality
than black equality procedures that diverted resources in education housing and jobs away from poor black people turned ghettos and prisons into social
pandemics americans in the north made this history they tried to unmake it too liberalism rather than lighting the way to vanquish the darkness of the
jim crow north gave racism new and complex places to hide the twelve original essays in this anthology unveil jim crow s many strange careers in the
north they accomplish two goals first they show how the jim crow north worked as a system to maintain social economic and political inequality in the
nation s most liberal places and second they chronicle how activists worked to undo the legal economic and social inequities born of northern jim crow
policies practices and ideas the book ultimately dispels the myth that the south was the birthplace of american racism and presents a compelling argument
that american racism actually originated in the north
Touching the Art 2023-11-07 a daringly observant memoir about intergenerational trauma fine art and compartmentalization from a returning soft skull
author and lambda literary award winner a mixture of memoir biography criticism and social history touching the art is queer icon and activist mattilda
bernstein sycamore s interrogation of the possibilities of artistic striving the limits of the middle class mindset the legacy of familial abandonment
and what art can and cannot do taking the form of a self directed research project sycamore recounts the legacy of her fraught relationship with her late
grandmother an abstract artist from baltimore who encouraged mattilda as a young artist then disparaged mattilda s work as vulgar and a waste of talent
once it became unapologetically queer as she sorts through her grandmother gladys s paintings and handmade paperworks sycamore examines the creative
impulse itself in fragments evoking the movements of memory she searches for gladys s place within the trajectories of midcentury modernism and abstract
expressionism jewish assimilation and white flight intergenerational trauma and class striving sycamore writes art is never just art it is a history of
feeling a gap between sensations a safety valve an escape hatch a sudden shift in the body a clipboard full of flowers a welcome mat flipped over and
back over and back welcome refusing easy answers in search of an embodied truth sycamore upends propriety to touch the art and feel everything that comes
through



Just Shelter 2024-01-26 just shelter is a work of political philosophy that examines the core injustices of the contemporary u s housing crisis and its
relation to enduring racial injustices it investigates gentrification segregation desegregation integration and homelessness taking current conditions
and the historical practices that led to them into account ronald sundstrom argues that to achieve justice in social spatial arrangements we must
prioritize the crafting and enforcement of housing policy that corrects the injustices of the past if we do not address the history of racism in housing
policy we will never solve today s housing crisis
Israel's Poetry of Resistance 2013-08-01 noting that israel s earliest responses to earth shaking changes were cast in the powerfully expressive language
of poetry hugh r page jr argues that the careful collection and preservation of these traditions was an act of resistance a communal no to the forces of
despair and a yes to the creative power of the spirit further page argues the power of these poems to craft and shape a future for a people who had
suffered acute displacement and marginalization offers a rich spiritual repertoire for africana peoples today and for all who find themselves perennially
outside the social or political mainstream
American Educational History Journal 2022-10-01 the official journal of the organization of educational historians the american educational history
journal is a peer reviewed national research journal devoted to the examination of educational topics using perspectives from a variety of disciplines
the editors of aehj encourage communication between scholars from numerous disciplines nationalities institutions and backgrounds authors come from a
variety of disciplines including political science curriculum history philosophy teacher education and educational leadership acceptance for publication
in aehj requires that each author present a well articulated argument that deals substantively with questions of educational history aehj will accept two
types of original unpublished manuscripts not under consideration by any other journal or publisher for review and potential publication the first
consists of papers that are presented each year at our annual meeting the second type consists of general submission papers received throughout the year
general submission papers may be submitted at any time they will not however undergo the review process until january when papers presented at the annual
conference are also due for review and potential publication for more information about the organization of educational historians oeh and its annual
conference visit the oeh web site edhistorians org
The Palgrave Handbook of Critical Physical Geography 2018-04-04 this handbook is recognition of the need to better integrate physical and human geography
it combines a collection of work and research within the new field of critical physical geography which gives critical attention to relations of social
power with deep knowledge of a particular field of biophysical science critical physical geography research accords careful attention to biophysical
landscapes and the power relations that have increasingly come to shape them and to the politics of environmental science and the role of biophysical
inquiry in promoting social and environmental justice the palgrave handbook of critical physical geography lays out the scope and guiding principles of
critical physical geography research it presents a carefully selected set of empirical work demonstrating the range and intellectual strength of existing
integrative work in geography research this handbook is the first of its kind to cover this emerging discipline and will be of significant interest to
students and academics across the fields of geography the environment and sustainability
A Lovely Place, A Fighting Place, A Charmer 2022-06-28 a part of belt s city anthology series a unique take on charm city through the eyes of those who
live there every day to many outsiders baltimore sometimes derisively called mobtown or bodymore is a city famous for its poverty and violence twin ills
that have been compounded by decades of racial segregation and the loss of manufacturing jobs but that portrait has only given us a skewed view of a
truly unique and diverse american city the place that produced babe ruth elijah cummings nancy pelosi edgar allan poe john waters and thurgood marshall
and a city that s completely its own in the over thirty five essays poems and short stories collected here the authors take an unfiltered look at the ins
and outs of baltimore s past and present you ll hear about the first time an umbrella appeared in the inner harbor nineteenth century grave robbers and
the city s history with redlining and blockbusting but you ll also get a deeper sense of what life is like in baltimore today including stories about
urban gardening in bolton hill the slow demise of local journalism what life was like in the city during covid and the legacy of freddie gray as ron
kipling williams writes in his essay about the city s magnetic appeal baltimore has always been a city worth fighting for and running through all these
essays is the story of baltimore s resilience from pigtown to pimlico this anthology captures the sights sounds and feel of this city that so many people
have come to discover is truly a lovely place a fighting place a charmer edited by gary m almeter and rafael alvarez this anthology offers an unfiltered



look at baltimore that will appeal to anyone looking for a portrait of an american city that s far more nuanced than the stories that are generally told
about it
Heritage Conservation in the United States 2023-05-25 heritage conservation in the united states begins to trace the growth of the american historic
preservation movement over the last 50 years viewed from the context of the civil rights and environmental movements the first generation of the new
preservation 1966 1991 was characterized by the establishment of the bureaucratic structures that continue to shape the practice of heritage conservation
in the united states the national register of historic places began with less than a thousand historic properties and grew to over 50 000 listings
official recognition programs expanded causing sites that would never have been considered as either significant or physically representative in 1966 now
being regularly considered as part of a historic preservation planning process the book uses the story of how sites associated with african american
history came to be officially recognized and valued and how that process challenged the conventions and criteria that governed american preservation
practice this book is designed for the historic preservation community and students engaged in the study of historic preservation
Consumer Finance 2022-09-15 consumer finance markets and regulation is the first law school text to focus on consumer financial services markets and
their regulation structured around clear expository text and realistic problem sets the book provides comprehensive coverage of the regulation of
consumer credit payments and financial data markets by federal state and private law including detailed coverage of the authority of the consumer
financial protection bureau cfpb a powerful new federal regulatory agency the book also acquaints students with the full range of consumer financial
products how they operate the risks and policy issues they raise and their regulation in so doing the book provides an applied look at how regulatory
agencies work offering students a practical look at how statutes and regulations interact and how regulatory agencies enforce them new to the second
edition coverage of new regulation f implementing the fair debt collection practices act coverage of buy now pay later coverage of retail installment
sales contracts and time price doctrine coverage of rent to own contracts expanded coverage of rent a bank arrangements expanded coverage of anti money
laundering regulations professors and students will benefit from detailed coverage of the consumer financial protection bureau cfpb a new federal
regulatory agency with broad authority over consumer credit payment deposit and financial data markets comprehensive treatment of consumer credit
regulation including mortgages credit cards auto loans student loans and small dollar loans as well as credit disclosures usury and fair lending
regulation state of the art coverage of consumer payment systems with detailed coverage of electronic payment systems credit cards debit cards ach and
mobile wallets coverage of topics not found elsewhere in law school curriculum including anti money laundering regulations behavioral economics fair
lending laws and consumer financial data privacy and data security free companion statutory supplement available on website
The Multivillage-Metropolis Baton Rouge 2021-01-24 the capital of louisiana baton rouge has been the scene of fundamental changes in recent decades in
the context of the tripole of petrochemistry louisiana state university lsu and public administration especially of the state of louisiana which has been
fully developed since the end of the 1920s general processes such as the transition from modern to post modern spatial development mix with specific
local and regional characteristics and logics also in dealing with spaces such as the eccentric location of the downtown area the limited influence of
spatial planning the result is a social spatial formation of a multivillage metropolis the investigation of this multivillage metropolis follows a
neopragmatic approach that triangulates different theories methods data and researcher perspectives videos per app laden sie die springer nature more
media kostenlos herunter abbildungen im buch per app mit handy oder tablet scannen um videos zu streamen
Education in the Age of Biocapitalism 2012-12-28 biocapitalism an economic model built on making new commodities from existing forms of life has
fundamentally changed how we understand the boundaries between nature culture and human nonhuman this is the first book to examine its implications for
education and how human capital understandings of education are co evolving with biocapitalism
The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America 2017-05-02 new york times bestseller notable book of the year editors
choice selection one of bill gates amazing books of the year one of publishers weekly s 10 best books of the year longlisted for the national book award
for nonfiction an npr best book of the year winner of the hillman prize for nonfiction gold winner california book award nonfiction finalist los angeles
times book prize history finalist brooklyn public library literary prize this powerful and disturbing history exposes how american governments
deliberately imposed racial segregation on metropolitan areas nationwide new york times book review widely heralded as a masterful washington post and



essential slate history of the modern american metropolis richard rothstein s the color of law offers the most forceful argument ever published on how
federal state and local governments gave rise to and reinforced neighborhood segregation william julius wilson exploding the myth of de facto segregation
arising from private prejudice or the unintended consequences of economic forces rothstein describes how the american government systematically imposed
residential segregation with undisguised racial zoning public housing that purposefully segregated previously mixed communities subsidies for builders to
create whites only suburbs tax exemptions for institutions that enforced segregation and support for violent resistance to african americans in white
neighborhoods a groundbreaking virtually indispensable study that has already transformed our understanding of twentieth century urban history chicago
daily observer the color of law forces us to face the obligation to remedy our unconstitutional past
African Americans and Homeschooling 2014-08-27 despite greater access to formal education both disadvantaged and middle class black students continue to
struggle academically causing a growing number of black parents to turn to homeschooling this book is an in depth exploration of the motivations behind
black parents decision to educate their children at home and the strategies they ve developed to overcome potential obstacles citing current issues such
as culture religion and safety the book challenges the commonly expressed view that black parents and their children have divested from formal education
by embracing homeschooling as a constructive strategy to provide black children with a valuable educational experience
The Doctor Who Wasn't There 2022-10-26 the doctor who wasn t there traces the long arc of enthusiasm for and skepticism of electronic media for health
and medicine showing that the same challenges now facing telehealth and the use of electronic medical records can be found in the medical reception of
the telephone in the late nineteenth century and the radio television and mainframe computer across the twentieth wielding a rich trove of archival
materials physician historian jeremy greene explores the role that new electronic media play for better and for worse in the past present and future of
american health today s telehealth devices are far more sophisticated than the hook and ringer telephones that became widespread by the 1920s the fm
radio technologies used to broadcast health information in the 1940s the televisions used to pioneer telemedical evaluation in the 1950s or the first
full scale attempts to establish electronic medical records in the mid 1960s but the ethical economic and logistical concerns they raise are prefigured
in these earlier episodes as are the gaps between what was promised and what was delivered each of these platforms produced subtle transformations in
health and healthcare that we have learned to forget displaced by promises of ever newer communications platforms to take their place when is
telemedicine good enough and when is it not and how do the uses of telemedical technologies shape patient relationships with health care providers who
benefits and who suffers when new technologies are adopted and what do these communication technologies whose promised revolutions have all failed bring
to our understanding of health and disease
"Brown" in Baltimore 2011-01-15 in the first book to present the history of baltimore school desegregation howell s baum shows how good intentions got
stuck on what gunnar myrdal called the american dilemma immediately after the 1954 brown v board of education decision the city s liberal school board
voted to desegregate and adopted a free choice policy that made integration voluntary baltimore s school desegregation proceeded peacefully without the
resistance or violence that occurred elsewhere however few whites chose to attend school with blacks and after a few years of modest desegregation
schools resegregated and became increasingly segregated the school board never changed its policy black leaders had urged the board to adopt free choice
and despite the limited desegregation continued to support the policy and never sued the board to do anything else baum finds that american liberalism is
the key to explaining how this happened myrdal observed that many whites believed in equality in the abstract but considered blacks inferior and treated
them unequally school officials were classical liberals who saw the world in terms of individuals not races they adopted a desegregation policy that
explicitly ignored students race and asserted that all students were equal in freedom to choose schools while their policy let whites who disliked blacks
avoid integration school officials liberal thinking hindered them from understanding or talking about the city s history of racial segregation continuing
barriers to desegregation and realistic change strategies from the classroom to city hall baum examines how baltimore s distinct identity as a border
city between north and south shaped local conversations about the national conflict over race and equality the city s history of wrestling with the
legacy of brown reveals americans preferred way of dealing with racial issues not talking about race this avoidance baum concludes allows segregation to
continue
Social Justice and Parent Partnerships in Multicultural Education Contexts 2018-02-09 despite the ever changing demographics of the united states and



decisions made by the supreme court racial tensions and turmoil continue to affect daily life in a multitude of environments in educational environments
advancements in teaching technologies in conjunction with these tensions require a cooperation between parents and school personnel to promote student
success social justice and parent partnerships in multicultural education contexts is a critical scholarly resource that explores the importance of
cooperation between parents teachers and administrators to create valuable support systems that will promote student success through strategies using
social justice featuring coverage on a wide range of topics such as parent collaboration bilingualism and community based partnerships this book is
geared toward academicians researchers and teachers seeking current research on the importance of cooperation between parents and education professionals
in encouraging positive student outcomes in multicultural learning environments
Partners in Literacy 2016-07-18 partners in literacy describes the process research relationships and theories that guided a three year partnership
between the purdue university writing lab and two community organizations in lafayette indiana the lafayette adult resource academy and workone express
this partnership resulted in a new section of the globally known purdue online writing lab owl and the community writing and education station cwest
which featured adult literacy resources in the areas of ged preparation english as a second language and workplace and job search literacy using an
empirical and iterative design process the authors worked closely with their community partners to develop test revise and launch these resources in
partners in literacy the authors argue that writing centers can be effective spaces from which to work with the community and that writing centers
missions of sustainability outreach and research driven practice can offer valuable philosophies for civic engagement to support this argument the book
discusses the research methods and findings the process behind developing and sustaining the three year engagement project and the personal relationships
that ultimately held the project together
Race, Class, Power, and Organizing in East Baltimore 2013 using the east baltimore community as an example this book examines historical and current
rebuilding practices in abandoned communities in urban america their structural causes and outcomes on the health of the place and the people the role of
community organizing as a necessary means to assure benefit during and after resident displacement its challenges and successes are described in the
context of a current eminent domain driven rebuilding project in east baltimore
Insights from Reading the Bible with the Poor 2019-10-01 insights from reading the bible with the poor provides a spirited introduction to methodologies
and strategies for reading the bible from below from the back of what used to be church sanctuaries from basements from sidewalks drawing on the lineage
of various methods of reading the bible with the poor the book invites poverty and biblical study into dialogue with real world organizing to seek
justice for those most often treated as other the reading process occurs among the intersections of the hermeneutical triangle of reality the bible and
community this book is for anyone curious about how to use the bible as a resource for liberation it is for faith leaders and community organizers as
much as it is for biblical scholars because it draws on experiences at the intersections of academia the church and communities of organized struggle it
is written with an eye toward praxis as the author shares from her own experience with the hope that space will be created for others to reflect on their
own contexts
Population Mobility, Urban Planning and Management in China 2015-03-24 this volume contains essays that examine contemporary urban and regional planning
and development in china through in depth theoretical and empirical analysis it provides insights into the urban policies and operational mechanisms of
this colossal transitional economy which has presented unprecedented challenges and dynamics inside readers will discover the causes and consequences of
rapid urbanization that have led to a series of environmental economic and social planning and management measures designed to achieve quality urban
living the essays also detail efforts in adopting the latest options in city building such as specific urban planning approaches in developing large city
regions building cities without slums constructing new townships and green urbanism including eco city and sustainable transport in addition coverage
explores financial management and support as a means to encourage urbanization and urban economic growth in less developed regions overall the volume
offers a wealth of concrete detailed information on conditions in different regions of china and features an extensive range of content methods and
theory it provides readers with a comprehensive portrait of the chain relationship between rapid urbanization spatial planning and management throughout
the country the book will serve as a useful reference for national and international consultancy services doing business or serving public interest in
china it will also be of interest to an international audience seeking a better understanding of urban development and planning in china including



university teachers students government agencies and general readers
A City for Children 2014-09-19 we like to say that our cities have been shaped by creative destruction the vast powers of capitalism to remake cities but
marta gutman shows that other forces played roles in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as cities responded to industrialization and the
onset of modernity gutman focuses on the use and adaptive reuse of everyday buildings and most tellingly she reveals the determinative roles of women and
charitable institutions in oakland gutman shows private houses were often adapted for charity work and the betterment of children in the process becoming
critical sites for public life and for the development of sustainable social environments gutman makes a strong argument for the centrality of
incremental construction and the power of women run organizations to our understanding of modern cities
Life Sentence 2023-07-06 sandtown is one of the deadliest neighbourhoods in the world it earned baltimore its nickname bodymore murderland and was made
notorious by the wire drug deals dominate street corners and ruthless casual violence abounds montana barronette grew up in the centre of it all the
leader of the gang trained to go or ttg when he was finally arrested he had been nicknamed baltimore s number one trigger puller under tana s reign ttg
dominated sandtown when a string of murders were linked to ttg each with dozens of witnesses too intimidated to testify three detectives set out to put
tana in prison for life for them this was never about drugs it was about serial murder acclaimed journalist mark bowden who spent his youth in the white
suburbs of baltimore returns to the city with exclusive access to the fbi files and unprecedented insight into one of the city s deadliest gangs and its
notorious leader as he traces the rise and fall of ttg bowden uses wiretaps police interviews trial transcripts and his own ongoing conversations with
tana s family and community to create the most in depth account of an inner city gang ever written with his signature precision and propulsive narrative
mark bowden positions tana as a boy a gang leader a killer and now a prisoner in the context of baltimore and america illuminating his path for what it
really was a life sentence
Sustainable Cities in American Democracy 2020-09-25 we face two global threats the climate crisis and a crisis of democracy located at the crux of these
crises sustainable cities build on the foundations and resources of democracy to make our increasingly urban world more resilient and just sustainable
cities in american democracy focuses on this effort as it emerged and developed over the past decades in the institutional field of sustainable cities a
vital response to environmental degradation and climate change that is shaped by civic and democratic action carmen sirianni shows how various kinds of
civic associations and grassroots mobilizing figure in this story especially as they began to explicitly link conservation to the future of our democracy
and then develop sustainable cities as a democratic project these organizations are national local or multitiered from the league of women voters to the
natural resources defense council to bicycle and watershed associations some challenge city government agencies contentiously while others seek
collaboration many do both at some point sirianni uses a range of analytic approaches from scholarly disciplines policy design urban governance social
movements democratic theory public administration and planning to understand how such diverse civic and professional associations have come to be both an
ecology of organizations and a systemic and coherent project the institutional field of sustainable cities has emerged with some core democratic norms
and civic practices but also with many tensions and trade offs that must be crafted and revised strategically in the face of new opportunities and
persistent shortfalls sirianni s account draws ambitious yet pragmatic and hopeful lessons for a civic green new deal a policy design for building
sustainable and resilient cities on much more robust foundations in the decades ahead while also addressing democratic deficits in our polarized
political culture
The Arsenal of Exclusion & Inclusion 2021-06-28 with contributions from over fifty architects planners geographers historians and journalists the arsenal
offers a wide ranging view of the forces that shape our cities who gets to be where the arsenal of exclusion inclusion examines some of the policies
practices and physical artifacts that have been used by planners policymakers developers real estate brokers community activists and other urban actors
in the united states to draw erase or redraw the lines that divide the arsenal inventories these weapons of exclusion and inclusion describes how they
have been used and speculates about how they might be deployed or retired for the sake of more open cities in which more people have access to more
places with contributions from over fifty architects planners geographers historians and journalists the arsenal offers a wide ranging view of the forces
that shape our cities with contributions from some of the best minds in architecture such as julie behrens bill bishop lisa brawley ava bromberg marshall
brown common room charles connerly nathan connolly margaret crawford alexander d hooghe elizabeth evitts dickenson david freund gerald frug vincent james



jeffrey johnson michael kubo kaja kuhl matthew lassiter amy lavine setha low thomas oles michael piper wendy plotkin jenny polak albert pope mathan
ratinam brian ripel james rojas theresa schwarz roger sherman susan sloan lior strahilevitz meredith tenhoor william tenhoor thumb projects graphic
design stephen walker and jennifer yoos among others this publication won a graham foundation grant
Round and Round Together a snapshot of the civil rights movement in one city provides insight into the important role of individual communities as change
moved through the country a case study of how citizens of one city both precipitated and responded to the whirlwind of social change around them kirkus
reviews a profoundly moving tribute to the intrepid unsung heroes who risked their lives to help bring an end to baltimore s jim crow era kam williams
syndicated columnist on august 28 1963 the day of martin luther king jr s famous i have a dream speech segregation ended finally at baltimore s gwynn oak
amusement park after nearly a decade of bitter protests eleven month old sharon langley was the first african american child to go on a ride there that
day taking a spin on the park s merry go round which since 1981 has been located on the national mall in front of the smithsonian institution in
washington d c round and round together weaves the story of the struggle to integrate that baltimore amusement park into the story of the civil rights
movement as a whole round and round together is illustrated with archival photos from newspapers and other sources as well as personal photos from family
albums of individuals interviewed for the book there is a timeline of major civil rights events amy nathan s book deftly describes the courageous
struggle by blacks and whites to end discrimination in the park the city and the nation readers will walk away with a clearer understanding of
segregation and the valiant americans who fought against this injustice debra newman ham professor of history morgan state university round and round
together tells the inspiring story of how a generation of college and high school students provided the energy and enthusiasm that ended racial
segregation in baltimore s gwynn oak amusement park and changed the direction of maryland s history james henretta professor emeritus university of
maryland with clarity and passion amy nathan portrays the struggle of everyday citizens to end racial segregation in baltimore this compelling history
for and about young people is simple but profound like freedom itself taylor branch pulitzer prize winning author of the trilogy america in the king
years
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